Medium-Fi Prototype

By LoveStep
Problem
Solution
Easily synthesize beats, melodies, and sounds.
Create music collaboratively.
Representative Task #3

Share music they have made.
Changes

- Added in ticker (removed number in the center)
- Changed final export button
Changes

- Step Sequencer / Piano Keys
- More choices (BPM / Key)
Piano option
Changes

New user interface for inviting people.
Lastly we added a export page
Intermediate - Two Loops

One Loop

Welcome

Choose tool

Step Sequencer Bass

Two Loops
Advanced - Multiplayer

Two Loops

Invite Page

Three Loops

Export Where

- Joseph would like to make love with you :)
- Joseph (Stanford, CA)
- You did it! You made it through our medium-fi prototype!! Congratulations!!
- Where would you like to export this track?
Tools

- To build our mockups images we used sketch

- Marvel was used to build the mockup
Summary